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The carrier upconversion dynamics in InAs quantum nanostructures are studied for intermediate-

band solar-cell applications via ultrafast photoluminescence and photocurrent (PC) spectroscopy

based on femtosecond excitation correlation (FEC) techniques. Strong upconverted PC-FEC signals

are observed under resonant excitation of quantum well islands (QWIs), which are a few

monolayer-thick InAs quantum nanostructures. The PC-FEC signal typically decays within a few

hundred picoseconds at room temperature, which corresponds to the carrier lifetime in QWIs. The

photoexcited electron and hole lifetimes in InAs QWIs are evaluated as functions of temperature

and laser fluence. Our results provide solid evidence for electron–hole–hole Auger process, domi-

nating the carrier upconversion in InAs QWIs at room temperature. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4926569]

The quantum confinement of electrons in nanostructures

enhances dynamical electron-electron interactions, thereby

leading to many-body processes such as quantized Auger

recombination (AR) and carrier multiplication (CM).1–6 In

AR process, the recombination energy of an electron–hole

(e–h) pair is transferred to a third electron or hole which

results in a carrier with large kinetic energy, i.e., a so-called

hot carrier.5,6 In CM process, a single high-energy photon

creates two or more e–h pairs.2–6 Unique solar-cell concepts

based on these AR and CM processes in nanostructures have

attracted considerable attention because of the high theoreti-

cal conversion-efficiency limit beyond that of conventional

single p–n junction solar cells. For instance, confined photo-

carriers in semiconductor nanostructures embedded in bulk

crystals can be efficiently extracted above the potential bar-

rier via upconversion through multi-carrier interactions,

which can assist in realizing efficient intermediate-band solar

cells (IBSCs).7–10

InAs quantum nanostructures such as quantum dots

(QDs) have tremendous potential for future SC applications.

In the case of IBSCs, low-energy infrared photons can be

absorbed by InAs nanostructures embedded in GaAs, and

two-step excitation of charge carriers to higher energy levels

enables enhanced photocurrent (PC).9–12 While the effi-

ciency of this upconversion process is a core requirement for

IBSCs, the currently achieved efficiencies are far from that

needed for practical SC applications. We found that disk-like

InAs nanostructures embedded in AlGaAs, which are

referred to as quantum well islands (QWIs), exhibit efficient

upconverted PC, and that the large efficiency of the PC can-

not be explained by conventional thermal and two-step pho-

toabsorption processes.9,10 Although it has been suggested

that the enhanced PC is caused by upconversion of photocar-

riers through the AR process, no direct evidence has been

presented experimentally,8,9 and the detailed mechanism

remains unclear. It is necessary to clarify the physical mech-

anism of the efficient carrier upconversion in QWIs to realize

efficient IBSCs. In addition, an evaluation of electron and

hole lifetimes to gain a thorough understanding of the upcon-

version process in InAs nanostructures can aid in arriving at

the design principles required for the development of highly

efficient SCs based on quantum nanostructures.12,13

Time-resolved spectroscopy is one of the most impor-

tant techniques to investigate the dynamical behaviors of

photocarriers that determine the photovoltaic characteristics

of SCs.14,15 Popular techniques based on femtosecond photo-

luminescence (PL) and transient absorption (TA) have been

used to investigate the ultrafast response of photocarriers in

various kinds of SC materials including nanostructures.16,17

Further, time-resolved PC measurement is a powerful tool

for analyzing carrier dynamics.18–21 In particular, the PC

measurement directly probes the charge carriers extracted

from the nanostructures in IBSCs, and thus, we can obtain

essential information about the carrier generation and extrac-

tion processes. However, the ultrafast response of PC meas-

urements has not been fully investigated thus far when

compared with PL and TA spectroscopies because the fabri-

cation of complex device structures such as the Auston

switch is necessary for PC measurements.22,23

In this letter, we investigated the ultrafast upconverted

PC dynamics in InAs quantum nanostructures by femtosec-

ond excitation correlation (FEC) spectroscopy to unveil the

carrier upconversion processes. We observed efficient

upconverted PC and PC-FEC signals upon excitation of shal-

low InAs QWIs. The room-temperature PC-FEC decay time

was typically �100 ps, depending on the excitation laser flu-

ence. We evaluated the photoexcited electron and hole life-

times based on PL- and PC-FEC measurements as functions

of temperature and laser fluence. The strong dependence of

the carrier lifetime on laser fluence provides solid evidence

that the three-carrier AR process dominates the carrier

upconversion process in InAs QWIs at room temperature.a)E-mail: kanemitu@scl.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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The sample was prepared by molecular beam epitaxy

under conditions similar to those described in our previous

publication.9 A nominally undoped structure was grown on

top of a semi-insulating GaAs (001) substrate and a GaAs

buffer. The sample contains an AlGaAs layer with an InAs

layer nominally two monolayer (ML) thick. It was confirmed

that the PC signals from this layer are dominant and there-

fore this layer will be discussed in detail. It is known that

one ML wetting layers (WLs) and QDs are self-organized in

the thin InAs layer. In addition, disk-like InAs nanostructures

(QWIs) that are a few MLs high are also formed.8,9,24 The

sample structure and the energy diagram are schematically

illustrated in Fig. 1(a).25 For this sample, we have deter-

mined the resonance energy of InAs QD, 2 ML-QWI, 3 ML-

QWI, and WL in AlGaAs barrier by means of conventional

PL and PC spectroscopy.8–10 For instance, the resonance

energy for 2-ML QWIs at room temperature is 1.37 eV, and

QD resonance energy widely ranges below 1.25 eV.9 (For

more details of this sample, see Ref. 25.)

For PC measurements, an open-rectangular-shaped gold

electrode was evaporated on the GaAs top layer and excita-

tion laser beam was focused on the sample surface sur-

rounded by the electrode [see Fig. 1(b)]. Indium metal was

attached on the GaAs substrate as a bottom electrode. For

ultrafast time-resolved PC measurements, we applied the

FEC technique, which is often used in PL spectroscopy.26,27

A positive bias voltage of 0.2 V was applied to the indium

electrode to gain sufficient PC. We confirmed that the FEC

profile is independent of the bias voltage. The excitation

laser source was a wavelength-tunable femtosecond laser

system (pulse duration: 250 fs and repetition rate: 200 kHz).

As shown in Fig. 1(b), two femtosecond pulses, modulated

at different frequencies (f1¼ 391 Hz and f2¼ 326 Hz), were

focused on the sample surface. The FEC signal was detected

by a lock-in amplifier with a differential frequency of jf1 –

f2j as a function of the delay time between the two pulses, s.

The FEC signal arises due to the temporal overlap of the PC

induced by the first and second pulses via a nonlinear

response, as schematically described in Fig. 1(c). For a car-

rier lifetime of sc� s, there is no temporal overlap between

the carriers induced by the first and second pulses, and thus,

the FEC signal intensity is zero. Conversely, when sc� s, a

temporal overlap between carriers generated by the first and

second pulses occurs, and this overlap results in a variation

in the total PC intensity because of the nonlinear interaction

between the carriers. If we assume that the PC intensity is

proportional to the carrier density and shows weak nonli-

nearity on excitation intensity, the FEC signal intensity is

approximately written as25

FEC / nðN1; tÞN2: ðfor N1 � N2Þ: (1)

Here, n(N,t) represents the carrier density at time t after the

initial carrier density N induced by photoexcitation at time 0.

N1 and N2 denote the initial photocarrier densities generated

by the first and second pulses. Note that the FEC signal in-

tensity is zero when n(N,t) depends linearly on N, and posi-

tive (negative) FEC signal corresponds to sublinear

(superlinear) excitation-intensity dependence, as schemati-

cally shown in the inset of Fig. 1(c). According to Eq. (1),

the FEC profile corresponds to the population dynamics of

carriers that contribute to the PC.

For the temperature dependence of the PC-FEC profile,

the excitation photon energy was tuned to the QWI resonance

energy at each temperature. PL signals were detected by an

InGaAs photodiode, and PL-FEC signals were obtained in a

similar manner with PC-FEC. The time-resolutions of PC-

and PL-FEC measurements were approximately 250 fs,

which is determined by the duration of the excitation laser

pulse.

Figure 2(a) shows the PC-FEC profiles at room tempera-

ture under different excitation photon energies. The PC-FEC

profiles are normalized and offset for clarity. The first and

second pulse fluences were 3.2 and 20 lJ/cm2, respectively.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of

sample structure and energy diagram.

Electrons and holes photoexcited in

QWIs are upconverted to AlGaAs bar-

rier layers and contribute to PC. (b)

Experimental setup for PC-FEC meas-

urements. (c) Schematic of FEC signal

interpretation. Decay dynamics of car-

rier density under excitation by first

and second pulses are shown for s �
carrier lifetime and s> carrier lifetime.

The inset shows excitation-fluence de-

pendence of PC. The sign of FEC sig-

nal is determined whether PC

superlinearly or sublinearly depends

on excitation-fluence according to Eq.

(1).

013905-2 Yamada et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 013905 (2015)
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Above the excitation energy of the GaAs substrate (around

1.42 eV), the FEC signal exhibits a positive slow-decay com-

ponent. The decay profile is non-exponential and well repro-

duced by a double exponential function, Is1 exp(�t/

ss1)þ Is2 exp(�t/ss2). The mean lifetime, (Is1ss1þ Is2ss2)/

(Is1þ Is2), was �700 ps and almost independent of the exci-

tation photon energy above 1.42 eV. The positive FEC signal

indicates a sublinear excitation-fluence dependence of the

PC. We observed strong PC and PC-FEC signals under exci-

tation at 1.37 eV, which correspond to the 2 ML-QWI reso-

nance.8,9 Here, we remark that we observed considerably

smaller PC and PC-FEC signals under resonant excitation of

QDs (>1.25 eV) compared with those of QWIs, thereby indi-

cating that efficient upconversion occurs in QWIs.

Therefore, we hereafter focus on the QWI.

Under QWI resonant excitation, a fast and negative

decay component appears. The fast decay time, sf, was on

the timescale of several tens of picoseconds, depending on

the laser fluence; this is discussed later. We fitted the experi-

mental data by a triple exponential function, Is1 exp(�t/

ss1)þ Is2 exp(�t/ss2)þ If exp(�t/sf) for t> 0, where If< 0,

Is1> 0, and Is2> 0. The magnitudes of the slow (Is1þ Is2)

and fast (If) components are shown in Fig. 2(b). The positive

slow-decay component is mainly observed above the

bandgap energy of GaAs (1.42 eV). Thus, the slow-decay

time corresponds to the photocarrier lifetime in GaAs. The

fast-decay component has a peak at 1.37 eV, which corre-

sponds to the QWI resonance energy,9 thereby indicating

that the fast-decay time is the photocarrier lifetime in QWIs.

The negative FEC intensity appearing at the excitation

energy of the QWIs indicates a superlinear excitation-

fluence dependence of the PC, which can be caused by the

upconversion of carriers to GaAs through the AR process.

Since the AR rate is sensitive to the number of photoex-

cited carriers,1,5,6 we studied the excitation-fluence depend-

ence of the PC-FEC profiles under resonant excitation of

QWIs, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The PC-FEC profiles are normal-

ized and offset for clarity. Here, the excitation photon energy

was tuned to 1.37 eV, which is the resonance energy of the

QWI. The second pulse fluence was fixed at 20 lJ/cm2. The

time constant of the fast-decay component is plotted as a func-

tion of the first pulse fluence in Fig. 3(b). Here, we roughly

estimated the mean number of e–h pairs photogenerated in a

QWI, hNi. We used a QWI with a diameter of 100 nm, and

we assumed that 1% of the excitation light was absorbed

(assuming almost bulk-like absorption). Below a laser fluence

of 500 nJ/cm2, the relaxation time is nearly constant at �200

ps. This means that multi-carrier interactions are negligible

and indicates that the relaxation time at low excitation den-

sities represents the intrinsic carrier lifetime in QWIs. This is

consistent with the estimated number of hNi < 1. Above 500

nJ/cm2, the relaxation time decreases with increasing excita-

tion intensity. Under high-fluence excitation, a large number

of electrons and holes are photogenerated in a QWI, and the

AR process dominates the carrier recombination dynamics.

Such excitation-density dependent carrier dynamics cannot be

accounted for by two-step two-photon absorption process

because two-step two-photon absorption process occurs within

the pulse duration and never affect the carrier dynamics after

pulse excitation. It should be noted that the assessment of the

carrier lifetime in QWIs plays a key role for the design of

devices based on InAs nanostructures.

The PC can arise from both electrons and holes. Thus, it

is necessary to verify whether the observed lifetime corre-

sponds to that of electrons or holes. For this purpose, we

compared the PC-FEC results with the PL-FEC results. The

PL from the QWI was observed only at low temperatures

below 100 K because of thermal quenching. The excitation

photon energy was 1.49 eV, which is close to the QWI reso-

nance energy (1.46 eV) at low temperatures below 100 K.

The PL was monitored at 1.43 eV. The normalized PL- and

PC-FEC profiles at 12 K are plotted in Fig. 4(a). The excita-

tion fluences were 5 and 60 lJ/cm2 for the first and second

pulses, respectively. The PL-FEC profile shows a single

decay component with a lifetime of �100 ps. On the other

hand, the PC-FEC profile exhibits two components. The fast

PC component is similar to the PL decay profile and the

FIG. 2. (a) Excitation photon energy dependence of PC-FEC profiles.

(b) Magnitudes of slow and fast components as a function of excitation pho-

ton energy.
FIG. 3. (a) Excitation-laser-fluence dependence of PC-FEC profiles. (b)

Relaxation time as a function of excitation laser fluence. The estimated car-

rier density per QWI is represented along the top x-axis.

013905-3 Yamada et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 013905 (2015)
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slow decay is of the order of nanoseconds. Note that the

directions of the left and right axes in Fig. 4(a) are opposite,

i.e., the PL-FEC signal is plotted upside down. Hence, PL-

FEC has a positive decaying component, while PC-FEC

shows a negative component. This is because AR process

causes a reduction of the PL efficiency, and therefore, PL

shows the sublinear excitation-fluence dependence, which

results in the positive FEC signals.

The fast (s1) and slow (s2) PC lifetimes and the PL life-

time are plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 4(b).

The fast PC lifetime s1 increases monotonically with

decreasing temperature and reaches a value of 3 ns at 12 K.

On the other hand, s2 is about 100 ps below 50 K and

decreases at higher temperatures. The temperature depend-

ence of s2 shows good agreement with that of the PL life-

time. It is noteworthy that the FEC signal intensity is

strongly reduced at around 200 K because of the weak non-

linear response. At high temperatures, the upconverted PC

exhibits sublinear power dependence while a superlinear

power dependence appears below 200 K.28

The PL lifetime reflects that of the minority (short-lived)

carriers in the radiative two-carrier (electron–hole) recombi-

nation process. We assume that s2 represents the lifetime of

photoexcited electrons in QWIs because the electron’s effec-

tive mass is less than that of the hole.29 The thermal activa-

tion energy derived from the temperature dependence of the

PL lifetime and s2, which is �20 meV,30 is consistent with

the expected barrier height for electrons in QWIs,31,32

thereby suggesting that s2 is determined by the thermal

upconversion of electrons to the barrier at high temperatures

above 60 K, in which temperature region s2 decreases with

temperature. Consequently, s1 is attributed to the hole

lifetime in QWIs. Because of the very short electron lifetime

and the relatively long hole lifetime at high temperatures, we

consider that the photoexcited electron is extracted above the

potential barrier immediately after the e–h pair generation,

leaving behind a photoexcited hole in the QWI. When a sec-

ond e–h pair is excited in the QWI, an electron–hole–hole

state is realized, which leads to the carrier upconversion

through the three-carrier AR process, as illustrated in Fig.

4(c).

Based on the above reasoning, we conclude that the

room-temperature upconversion rate is dominated by the

hole lifetime in InAs QWIs. The very small PL efficiency at

room temperature indicates that the radiative recombination

rate is negligibly small. We speculate that the long hole life-

time is due to it being trapped at nonradiative recombination

centers in QWIs or its migration into deep InAs QDs through

the WLs.33 The observed carrier lifetimes in QWIs are con-

siderably smaller than the reported carrier lifetimes in QDs

despite the relatively higher QWI upconversion efficien-

cies.9,34,35 This indicates that QWIs exhibit a large AR coef-

ficient, and thus, the upconversion efficiency can be

improved by suppressing the nonradiative relaxation rate.

This suppression can be achieved by fabricating high-quality

InAs layers and ensuring the spatial separation of QWIs and

QDs.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the potential application

of QWIs into IBSCs. We have previously estimated the max-

imum conversion efficiency of the AlGaAs single junction

SC (28.2%) including ideal QWIs under 1-sun illumination

as 35.7% under assumption of 100% AR upconversion effi-

ciency in the QWI.9 However, an upconversion efficiency of

only 2% is currently achieved in our samples for moderate

continuous-wave excitation (1.37 eV, 0.5 W/cm2, corre-

sponding to about 42 sun) at room temperature.9 Since the

upconversion rate is dominated by the hole lifetime in QWIs,

IBSCs based on the QWI concept will become practical after

improvement of the hole lifetime by at least one order of

magnitude.

In conclusion, we investigated the ultrafast carrier

upconversion dynamics in InAs QWIs embedded in

AlxGa1�xAs by PC-FEC. We estimated the hole lifetime at

room temperature in a QWI to be �200 ps, which is reduced

under high-density excitation due to the AR process. The

large difference between the electron and hole lifetimes sug-

gests that the three-body upconversion process (electron–ho-

le–hole) plays a dominant role in carrier upconversion

through the AR process at room temperature. Our results

provide insights into the physics underlying the carrier dy-

namics in quantum nanostructures, which would enable us to

deduce suitable design principles for efficient IBSCs utili-

zing carrier upconversion processes.
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